Toyota sienna parts 2006

There are dozens of Toyota models, from sporty coupes to massive pickup trucks and SUVs like
the 4Runner. When it's time to maintain your ride with genuine Toyota OEM parts or
lower-priced aftermarket components, make Parts Geek your go-to online Toyota parts store.
Here, you'll find the lowest prices on genuine Toyota parts online. Depending on the year and
model, Toyota replacement parts may be pricey. Toyota aftermarket parts are usually a less
expensive alternative and are more widely available, but why pay more than necessary? Parts
Geek offers Toyota parts wholesale pricing to the general public. Why not simply buy your OEM
and aftermarket Toyota auto parts at the local auto discount store? You could, and you might
even find some decent prices there, especially on Toyota aftermarket parts and Toyota
accessories. But you won't be getting the very best deals: The economic realities of running a
brick-and-mortar store prevent that. Among these are the costs of rent, employee salaries, local
business taxes, utilities, and more as well as the cost of storing inventory. Inevitably, the
brick-and-mortar retailers of Toyota body parts and other auto supplies must pass these costs
on to you in order to stay in business. Our Web-based operation doesn't deal with many of
these costs, which leaves us free to offer our customers huge discounts and some of the lowest
prices on Toyota OEM parts online. Since we started selling Toyota parts online back in , we've
been able to save a great deal on overhead costs and pass those savings on to you. Every
vehicle owner has different standards and opinions when they choose between OEM and
aftermarket Toyota auto parts. They may be searching for the most inexpensive fix or looking
for a perfect fit that will keep their vehicle as close to its original state as possible by using
Toyota original parts. But whether you want an aftermarket part for your Toyota, OEM
accessories, or a combination of both, Parts Geek can help you get what you need with fast
shipping. See why we have so many happy customers when you buy Toyota parts online from
us! Great job. Very efficient delivery. Installation went very well, no problems. I would do
business with them again. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! ABS Speed
Sensor. AC Compressor. AC Condenser. AC Heater Control. Air Bag Clockspring. Air Filter. Air
Fuel Ratio Sensor. Air Intake Hose. Air Mass Meter. Air Mass Meter Boot. Air Pump. Antenna
Mast. Ball Joint. Blower Motor. Blower Motor Resistor. Brake Booster. Brake Caliper. Brake
Drum. Brake Pads. Brake Rotors. Bug Shield. Bumper Cover. Bumper End. Bumper Face Bar.
Bumper Grille. Cabin Filter. Carbon Canister. Catalytic Converter. Clutch Master Cylinder. Coil
Spring. Cold Air Intake. Control Arm. Cornering Light. Door Handle. Door Lock Actuator.
Driveshaft Support. EGR Valve. Engine Mount. Exhaust Manifold. Exhaust Pipe. Expansion
Tank. Fan Blade. Fan Clutch. Fan Shroud. Fog Light. Fog Light Bezel. Fuel Injectors. Fuel Level
Sending Unit. Fuel Pump. Fuel Tank. Harmonic Balancer. Hatch Strut. Head Gasket. Headlight
Dimmer Switch. Headlight Switch. Hood Strut. Idle Control Valve. Ignition Coil. Ignition Control
Unit. Ignition Lock Cylinder. Ignition Switch. Inner Fender Well. Knock Sensor. Leaf Spring.
License Plate Bracket. Locking Hub. Master Cylinder. Mud Flaps. Oil Pan. Oil Pump. Oxygen
Sensor. Parking Brake Cable. Parking Light. Power Steering Hose. Power Steering Pump.
Radiator Support. Shock Absorber. Skid Plate. Spare Tire Hoist. Spark Plug Wires. Spark Plugs.
Steering Rack. Step Bumper. Strut Mount. Click to Enlarge. Replacement Control Arm Kit.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Features: No modifications, all the parts needed in
one kit Easy install - Pre-assembled, loaded struts No specialty tools required. Bulb Technology
Halogen. Product Note: -- Traditional brake rotors - Ceramic brake pads. Action Crash TO
Mirror. Position of Product: Right - Passenger Side. Quality: Premium - High quality new
replacement part. Written By: Edson Farnell Email. Read more reviews. Perfect fit, good quality,
easiest motor mount to replace I have ever worked on. Catalog: E. Vehicle Body Engine Toyota
Corolla. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Sub Model Toyota Tacoma. Vehicle Toyota Sienna. Catalog: B.
Vehicle Toyota Corolla. Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Toyota
Drain Plug. Toyota Lug Nuts. Toyota Brake Pad Set. Toyota Brake Disc. Toyota Wheel Bearing.
Toyota Wheel Stud. Toyota Ball Joint. Toyota Backing Plate. Toyota Emblem. Toyota Seat Belt.
Toyota Gas Cap. Toyota Door Handle. Toyota Door Lock. Toyota Sun Visor. Toyota Throttle
Cable. Toyota Car Key. Toyota Drain Plug Washer. Toyota Spark Plug. Toyota Oil Filter. Toyota
Air Filter. Toyota Drive Belt. Toyota Ignition Coil. Toyota Alternator. Toyota Radiator. Toyota
Wiper Blade. Toyota Fog Light Bulb. Toyota Oxygen Sensor. Toyota Cabin Air Filter. Toyota
Headlight Bulb. Toyota Headlight. Toyota Engine Control Module. Toyota Wiper Arm. Toyota
Running Boards. Toyota License Plate Frame. Toyota Roof Rack. Toyota Paint Protection Film.
Toyota Fog Lights. Toyota Tow Hitch. Toyota Graphics. Toyota Spare Tire Cover. Toyota Floor
Mats. Toyota Seat Cover. Toyota Shift Knob. Toyota Cargo Net. Toyota Floor Liners. Toyota
Cargo Cover. Toyota Door Sill Protectors. Toyota Cargo Liner. Toyota Radiator Cap. Toyota

Wheels. Toyota Key Finder. Toyota Armrest. Toyota Supercharger. Toyota Brake Pads. Toyota
Wheel Covers. Toyota Camper Shell. Toyota Brakes. Toyota Bed Extender. Toyota Exhaust.
Toyota Tonneau Cover. Toyota Wheel Locks. Toyota Bike Rack. Shop for Toyota Parts. Other
Popular Toyota Accessories. About Toyota Toyota Motor Corporation was established by
Kiichiro Toyoda in , as a spinoff from his father's company Toyota Industries to create
automobiles. However, the company had begun its auto manufacturing three years earlier. In , it
created its first engine, the Type A engine, and, in , its first passenger car, the Toyota AA.
Today, the company has ranked among the world's largest automobile manufacturers. It first
entered the U. The Corolla, Toyota's iconic model, achieved the company a competitive rival
against the lumbering American cars in the s oil crisis. In an effort to cater to the U. Besides,
Toyota saw that what the consumer wanted is innovative technology. The company leads the
forefront of green technology with its Prius, which is recognized as one of the world's
best-selling car. As the market awareness increased, the dealers began to find ways to improve
the Toyota parts and accessories online presence. Get the OEM parts to make your vehicle run
at its peak. Featured Toyota Models. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer
Service. Toyota has been around for over 75 years and in that timespan it has built itself up into
an automotive giant and one of the largest companies in the world. The automaker has
launched numerous vehicles that have become household names, such as the Toyota Camry
and Corolla, and has endeared itself to the world due to its commitment to quality and its
customer-focused attitude. At 1A Auto, it is our mission to supply you with the right parts you
need to keep your Toyota car, truck or SUV working in tip top shape, at a great discount. Simply
put, if you are in need of a replacement part for your Toyota vehicle, you've come to the right
place. You'll find a large selection of new, high quality aftermarket Toyota auto parts, including
headlights, taillights, weatherstripping, mirrors, door handles, exhaust manifolds, radiators, and
more, as well as genuine OEM replacement parts - the very same ones you would receive if
purchased from your local dealer, but without the inflated cost. However, we don't only just sell
replacement Toyota parts online here at 1A Auto; we also carry a selection of new and
performance parts such as high flow air filters and bike racks for your Toyota automobile as
well. Our product development team spends over 8, hours a year researching the best Toyota
auto parts, and they are carefully selected by our trained engineers so you can rest assured that
you are getting the correct, high quality part you need for your car, truck or SUV, at a discount
price. If we wouldn't put the part in our own vehicles, we won't sell them to anyone else. Don't
overpay for Toyota parts and save yourself from a lot of potential headaches by shopping at 1A
Auto. Our representatives answer Look no further than 1A Auto for your aftermarket, original
equipment OE replacement, new and performance Toyota auto parts and get your car, truck or
SUV the new parts it needs today from Toyota enthusiasts just like you! If you happen to be an
enthusiastic Toyota owner, have a deep passion for Toyota vehicles, or just want to learn more
about the automobile manufacturer, continue reading below for a detailed look at the brand's
history and some of its past and present models. Origin 2. Early Years 3. Expansion 4.
Becoming an Automotive Powerhouse 5. Branching Out 6. Toyota Today. Toyoda had invented
a number of other looms prior to this one, but this allowed the company to open up a plant and
establish itself as the Toyoda Automatic Loom Works, Ltd. TALW as an automatic loom
manufacturing company. The capital that was needed to start the department was generated in
when TALW sold the patent for the automatic loom to a British company. In , the first vehicle to
be produced and sold to the public was released. It was a passenger car named the Model AA.
That same year, the company also ran a public competition to design its logo. The new name
was then trademarked and, in , the new Toyota Motor Co. Toyoda Automatic Loom Works, Ltd.
The trucks were designed to use very little in the way of materials. For example, they featured
only a single centrally mounted headlight. Following the war, the Japanese government initially
limited the production of vehicles, with full production not resuming until , but permitted the
building of the Toyota SA prototype. After being on the brink of bankruptcy in , Toyota nearly
went out of business in One of the many hardships during this difficult period was a labor strike
that severely affected production levels. Kiichiro Toyoda ended up resigning from his position
as president of the company, and he was succeeded by the chief executive of the Toyoda
Automatic Loom company, Taizo Ishida. Kiichiro would pass away a couple of years later in It
was also around this same time that a separate sales company, Toyota Motor Sales Co. It
operated as a separate company from Toyota Motor Co. The US military ordered a large number
of vehicles to use in the Korean War. Another big factor in the revival and growth of the
company was the launch of the now famous Toyota Land Cruiser in A prototype of the Land
Cruiserâ€”initially called the Toyota Jeepâ€”was actually developed a few years later. But the
vehicle was not selected for procurement by military forces. However, the company did not let
the vehicle die and continued to pursue the concept. Toyota later renamed their vehicle the

Land Cruiser. The rest is history, as the Land Cruiser continues to be produced to this day. In
April , the Toyopet dealer chain was established and, in , it established both its first factory
outside Japan in Brazil and its US sales, marketing, and distribution division, Toyota Motor
Sales U. TMS , in California. In the late s, Toyota signed a partnership deal with Daihatsu Motor
Co. Daihatsu would go on to release two models in the United States in the late s, the Charade
and Rocky, but Daihatsu USA was closed down only a few years later in Today, Toyota has a
majority controlling interest Toyota eventually entered the US market in the late s with the
Toyopet Crown, which was the first Japanese car exported to the United States. The first
prototypes arrived in , with the car going on sale in The Toyopet was engineered to be used as a
taxi on the bumpy roads of post-war Japan, at which it was quite successful. Its exterior was
given a distinct American look with lots of chrome. After two years, in Toyota halted passenger
car exports to the United States. The Toyopet name was soon dropped in the US. The Corona
was specifically designed as a small, fuel-efficient vehicle for American drivers. The Corona was
the first Toyota in the US to sell more than 10, units annually. The popularity of the Corona
paved the way for the Corolla and Camry. By , the vehicle was the best-selling car in the world.
The company continued to produce other successful vehicles throughout the s, 70s, and 80s.
An example was the Toyota Hilux compact pickup truck, which was released in While most
countries have used the name Hilux for the entire life of the series of trucks, it was dropped in
North America in in favor of Truck, Pickup Truck, or Compact Truck. Another successful vehicle
was the Toyota Celica coupe. The Celica was introduced in the early s and existed until the early
s. A sports car whose styling was derived from the Celica, the Toyota Supra was released in The
car was discontinued in The Toyota Tercel, another subcompact car, was released in and was
another successful vehicle manufactured by the company. It was discontinued in The Toyota
4Runner was also introduced during this time, in While the original 4Runner was a compact
SUV and little more than a Toyota pickup truck with a fiberglass shell over the bed, the model
has since undergone significant redesigns and is now a cross between a compact and a
mid-size SUV. It was introduced in and four years later became the first Toyota manufactured in
a US plant entirely owned by Toyota. It was the first international vehicle to do so. Camrys are
built in ten countries and sold in 27, and have sold more than 10 million units worldwide. It has
become Japan's largest-seller of premium automobiles. Late in , Toyota introduced a new
worldwide logo. In the s, Toyota began to branch out from the production of predominantly
compact cars by adding many larger and more luxurious vehicles to its lineup. One of those
vehicles was the Toyota T, which was a full-sized pickup. In addition, the company established
the Scion division in , launching it in the United States in and ending it in While Toyota has been
an international company since when it built its first plant outside of Japan in Brazil, since then
the company has only grown larger and today the company has factories all across the world.
Toyota has succeeded in the US, with models like the Corolla, Camry, Tundra, and Prius,
specifically modeled to meet the need of American drivers, is just one example of the way that
that consumer-centric attitude has lead Toyota to become the world-leading automaker. Orders
ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at
checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the
strictest product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of
passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific
to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a
vehicle with these options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to search.
Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model
Search. Shop by Make. Toyota Parts Narrow The Number Of Models Shown By Telling Us The
Year Filter Models by Year Year Avalon Parts. C-HR Parts. Camry Parts. Carina Parts. Celica
Parts. Corolla Parts. Corolla iM Parts. Corona Parts. Cressida Parts. Crown Parts. Echo Parts. FJ
Cruiser Parts. Highlander Parts. Land Cruiser Parts. Mark II Parts. Matrix Parts. Mirai Parts. MR2
Parts. MR2 Spyder Parts. Paseo Parts. Pickup Parts. Previa Parts. Prius Parts. Prius AWD-e
Parts. Prius C Parts. Prius Plug-In Parts. Prius Prime Parts. Prius V Parts. Rav4 Parts. Sequoia
Parts. Sienna Parts. Solara Parts. Starlet Parts. Supra Parts. T Parts. Tacoma Parts. Tercel Parts.
Tundra Parts. Van Wagon Parts. Venza Parts. Yaris Parts. Yaris iA Parts. Need Toyota Parts?
Contents 1. Expansion In April , the Toyopet dealer chain was established and, in , it established
both its first factory outside Japan in Brazil and its US sales, marketing, and distribution
division, Toyota Motor Sales U. Toyota Today While Toyota has been an international company
since when it built its first plant outside of Japan in Brazil, since then the company has only
grown larger and today the company has factories all across the world. Toyota is a registered
trademark of Toyota Motor Corporation. See all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you
the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards.
USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate

auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair
videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of
Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit
Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year Roomy, comfortable and
well-built, the Toyota Sienna minivan is an excellent choice for larger families. If you're
searching for a high-quality minivan, you don't have to go any further than the Toyota Sienna.
It's reliable, easy to drive and simply a solid choice when it comes to family haulers. Although
the Sienna is unchanged from last year, it remains one of the best minivans you can buy.
Budget-minded shoppers will like the low-priced Sienna CE that has room for up to eight
passengers. Those who can spend considerably more will appreciate how the Sienna Limited
comes off like nothing less than a Lexus minivan. All Sienna trim levels come with Toyota's
familiar 3. Another feather in the Sienna's cap is the fact that it's currently the only minivan to
be offered with all-wheel drive, so if you live where ice and snow are common, the Sienna has a
decided advantage over its rivals. There are a few downsides, though. And the Sienna is neither
as slick nor as responsive to drive as the Honda Odyssey. Of course, no minivan is going to be
purchased for its corner-carving ability, but it is worth noting that piloting a Sienna is about as
bland as it gets. One might also be concerned about the Sienna's pricing -- Kia's Sedona
delivers much of the same utility as the Sienna but for less money. But the aforementioned
strengths as well as Toyota's high resale value and strong reputation for reliability will likely be
enough for many shoppers to choose this minivan. Overall, the Sienna is an excellent van, with
many compelling features and options. We wouldn't buy another minivan without trying the
Sienna first. The CE and LE come in seven- and eight-passenger configurations; the upper trims
are seven-passenger only. All but the CE offer a choice of front-wheel or all-wheel drive; the CE
is front-wheel drive only. The LE adds privacy and solar-energy-absorbing glass, a roof rack,
heated side mirrors, a CD changer, steering-wheel-mounted audio controls, a folding front
passenger seat, cruise control and upgraded instrumentation. The Sienna XLE features alloy
wheels, power-sliding rear doors, a power liftgate, automatic headlamps, tri-zone automatic
climate control, power front seats, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, wood grain interior trim, a
trip computer and a removable center console. The plush Limited adds inch alloy wheels, a
sunroof, leather upholstery, heated front seats, driver memory settings, a leather-and-wood
steering wheel, an upgraded speaker JBL surround-sound audio system, satellite radio,
Bluetooth, rear window shades and a windshield wiper de-icer. All-wheel-drive Siennas receive
inch wheels, run-flat tires and the wiper de-icer. Options on the Toyota Sienna are grouped into
packages that vary based on buying region, and they can get rather pricey. You'll need to study
them carefully to ensure that the Sienna you pick has the options you want. Notable items
include xenon headlights, adaptive cruise control, a rear-seat DVD entertainment system, a
navigation system with a back-up camera , a power-folding third-row seat and a pair of volt
power outlets. All Siennas come with a horsepower 3. This refined combination provides brisk
acceleration we timed an AWD version of the XLE from zero to 60 mph in just 8. Antilock disc
brakes, stability control, traction control and a full complement of airbags including front-seat
side and full-length side curtain are standard on all Siennas. The Limited also comes with front
and rear park assist; it's optional on the XLE. If you opt for the navigation system, you'll also get
a rearview camera. In government crash testing, the Toyota Sienna earned four stars out of five
possible for driver protection in frontal impacts and five stars for the front passenger. It also
received five stars across the board for side-impact crash protection. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety gave Toyota's minivan a "Good" rating the highest possible score for its
performance in frontal-offset and side-impact crash tests. Although the Toyota Sienna's
automatic transmission is calibrated more for fuel economy than performance, there's no
denying the refined potency of the van's V6. When you step into it, acceleration is spirited, yet
the engine delivers its power in a smooth and unobtrusive manner. Ride quality is plush, but the
Sienna offers minimal steering feedback and considerable body roll during cornering. Braking
distances are class-competitive, but the brake pedal has an overly soft feel. The Sienna's cabin
is handsomely fitted with high-quality fabric on lower trim levels and leather and faux wood on
the higher-end models. The various controls are simple to use, storage space is plentiful and
the seats are plush. Seven-passenger Siennas allow the second-row captain's chairs to be
pushed together to create a bench seat. The Sienna provides a cavernous cubic feet of
maximum cargo capacity. In Limited trim, the Sienna's interior looks and feels as if it came
straight out of a luxury car. Available styles include LE 7-Passenger 4dr Minivan 3. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.

Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Toyota
Sienna. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Toyota
lease specials Check out Toyota Sienna lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Expensive option packages,
uninspired handling even for a minivan. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all 47 reviews.
Great family vehicle, but Purchased new in January to replace a Honda Odyssey that had a
myriad of mechanical issues. Overall, a great family vehicle, very comfortable on long trips,
plenty of power, and feature rich with the rear entertainment system, navigation, Bluetooth,
backup camera, and parking sensors. But, with just over 96, miles started hearing noises from
the transmission. Took it to the dealer and the diagnosis was a failed internal component.
Replaced the transmission and it runs better than new, but did not expect a transmission failure
this soon. Read less. Road Warriors Best Friend. I easily travel 40, miles annually and drive a
Sienna. It currently has , miles on it and it's one of the most bullet proof vehicles I've ever had.
At well over , miles I've kept up on the maintenance which has been almost nothing and it's still
going strong. To date the only maintenance the van has required has been oil changes, a few
sets of tires, and a couple of brake jobs. I've also flushed the power steering and transmission.
It just doesn't really need a lot of maintenance and continues to run strong. The spark plugs are
original and still look amazing. Sienna XLE has been given all the bells and whistles that can be
given to a mini van; it has comfortable seats, mine is a 7 passenger so enough space for my
wife to move around the vehicle and take care of kids while they're on the road. The only
problem I have with this van is the accelerator and brake pedals are installed at much lower
height which makes me change my sitting posture at least times even if it is less than 2 hours
drive one way. I have owned it for last over 2 weeks and have already put on over miles on it;
21mpg is what I am getting all are highway miles. Overall I am satisfied with this van and will
recommend it to my friends! Do not buy any Toyota with run flat tires. You do not get a spare
tire you get a harsh ride and short tire life there is no place to put a spare tire. Replacement run
flat tires are very expensive! See all 47 reviews of the Used Toyota Sienna. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Sienna. Sign Up. The Toyota Sienna is one of the most
recognizable minivans on the market. This is due in no small part to the "Swagger Wagon" ads
that defined the last-generation model early in its life cycle. Though the quirky marketing â€”
and Toyota's reputation for above-average reliability â€” helped carry the previous Sienna for
nearly a decade, a new minivan would need more than a rapping family to connect with modern
buyers. Enter the redesigned Sienna. Clearly, Toyota thinks fuel economy is one way to stand
out. Gone is last year's 3. That's a far cry from the outgoing model's hp. But in return you get an
EPA-estimated 36 mpg in combined driving. The rest of the 's Sienna's changes are more
evolutionary, with improved technology features and a new center console design that's more
like a SUV's. The Sienna's biggest competitors â€” the Honda Odyssey and Chrysler Pacifica
â€” are both excellent thanks to their clever and usable interiors, comfortable rides and wide
array of features. The Sienna comes up short in a few areas â€” check out our Expert Rating for
the details â€” but overall it's a solid pick. Each comes with a hybrid powertrain that uses a
four-cylinder engine. Total system output is horsepower. Front-wheel drive is standard, and
all-wheel drive is available on all trims. Depending on the trim, the Sienna is available with either
an eight-passenger second-row bench seat or a seven-passenger second-row captain's chairs
configuration. LE Standard features for this base trim include:. It's equipped like the XLE but
comes standard with the navigation system. An optional XSE Plus package adds:. Platinum The
top-of-the-line Platinum trim includes everything on the Limited, plus:. Optional for every trim
except the LE is an Entertainment package that includes a rear-seat entertainment system with
a rear overhead display and wireless headphones. A digital rearview mirror allows you to see
out the back even with a fully loaded cargo area is optional for the Limited and Platinum. My
kids love the wide interior of the 3rd row and the foot motion to open the sliding doors. Baby car
seat fits perfect on the second row middle seat with adults seating facing the doors much more
comfortably than my previous Honda Odyssey. There are some minor dislikes, the buttons for
the climate control are a bit small and takes a good effort to regulate while driving. Also, due to
its longer snout, it's hard to estimate the frontal limit but if you get the XLE, front and back

parking sensors will help you avoid denting the front. Gas mileage is beyond my most
optimistic expectations. I have to yet empty the gas tank but it is very likely to achieve 35 mpg
as stated by Toyota. Functionality, esthetics and value have all met in Sienna. Will keep you
posted with a second review when I reach 3k miles. I was tired of my friends making fun of me
driving my old Town and Country so I went to the Toyota dealership to purchase a Highlander
Hybrid. After a test drive I knew it wouldn't work for my family because I have 3 kids and we do
carpool, sleepovers and long road trips. The Highlander is just too small if you have more than
2 kids! When I found out it was a hybrid, I knew immediately that I would purchase! First, the
ride is very smooth and quiet. The only thing that's missing is my DVD player. The technology
in this vehicle is amazing and I learn something new every day. So far I've had the van for a
week and a half and I'm getting 35 mpg, which is much better than I expected. I can even drive
in electric mode only, but it cuts off if you drive more than 25 mph so I only use this as I'm
cruising in the neighborhood. I also like that I have a removable seat on the 2nd row, so if I'm
carrying an extra small size kid, I have an 8 passenger van. It was easy to remove so right now I
have the captains chair mode, which makes it easier for the kids to get to the 3rd row. I agree
with the Edmunds review. The braking on this van is weird and is still a learning process for me.
But I love the way this van looks honestly it looks like a cross between a Highlander and a
Camry from the rear and I get a lot of head turns. There aren't too many of these on the road,
yet, so it's cool to be one of the first! Again, with the technology, the radar cruise control is
amazing. Once you set it, the van basically drives itself. It steers you around curves and
automatically changes the speed depending on the traffic conditions. Overall, I'm very satisfied
with my purchase as I normally only buy used vehicles. I'm hoping this van lasts at least 10
years! I have three kids, do a lot of surface street driving in Michigan, most trips are within 5
miles from my house. There are also semiannual vacations in Florida that we drive all the way in
our minivan. The Good: Highly improved milage. Trip to Miami and back, Much improved
sounds system Cursing range: car has gallon tank, so no need for frequent refueling stops.
Navigation is highly improved over my model. Steering assist and adaptive cruise control, add
extra safety value, especially when trying to eat and drive. There were parts of my trip to Miami
when this feature did not work because of the poor contrast between road and line marker and
construction related line shifts. Metallic paint is a vast improvement over old 70s-bathroom
colors they used to have. The Bad: Fake leather seats, two out of three kids complained about
their rears being sweaty. The third one was in a booster seat. Oddly, front seats did not have the
seam problem. Very uncomfortable middle seat in a third row versus what previous models
used to have. Trunk well is smaller than in previous models, that means third row had bunch of
items piled up, cramping rear occupants aka kids. Rear Entertainment System, comes with the
screen only, no BR player vs to model. Very annoying, as getting your own, add one more item
into the car and there is no spot for it, other than under feet or under center console. The bridge
limits usable area underneath it, as front seats partially block access to it from a side. Common
concerns: I read a lot of concerns about lack of power, bad transmission etc. Final thoughts: Its
nice-looking minivan does its job, either very well or poorly. Great for daily kid transportation,
somewhat uncomfortable during long trips. Family Utility Vehicle. I have had a Sienna before
buying this new hybrid FUV, and it is A LOT better by far, except when accelerating, but if you
drive normally this van has more than enough and ample power. And had an impressive 6. I
have chosen the LE AWD because having a spare tire included is very important to me, it also
ride smoother and quieter than previous gen. Having heated front seats and steering wheel is a
big plus up north, and I just love the bridge console. Write a review. See all 13 reviews. In this
video, our experts compare the most popular minivans on the market, the Honda Odyssey and
the Toyota Sienna. How well do these two family vehicles compare to each other and which one
is a better fit for you and your family? We answer this question and more in this popular
minivan comparison test. One of the latest minivans to get a full redesign is that, over my
shoulder, the all-new Toyota Sienna. And it's joined today by the Honda Odyssey, which also
gets some updates for We're going to get into what's cool, what's new, and what needs
improvement over the course of this video. I'll be talking about the high level stuff, but I'm
probably not the best reviewer for the real world usability stuff, which is why we're bringing in
Mike, our vehicle testing operations manager and parent of two. As always, hit the Subscribe
button below to see all of our latest videos. Head on over to edmunds. Now that we have these
Minivans together, let's see how they stack up at least on paper. The previous Sienna's
horsepower V6 has been replaced by a 2. That power reduction is a bit of a let down, but it's not
nearly as concerning as the decision to go with a continuously variable transmission. Those
CVTs have a tendency to dull the engine's responsiveness, making the vehicle feel weak and
slow. The Odyssey keeps its horsepower 3. The Toyota's hybrid system reaps huge benefits at
the gas pump though with an EPA estimated 36 miles per gallon combined. On our

highway-heavy evaluation loop, the Odyssey met its estimate, while the Sienna exceeded
expectations with That's a huge advantage over the Odyssey's 22 mpg combined estimate, and I
think that deserves two stars. The Odyssey has a cargo capacity that ranges from Because
unlike the Honda, you can't remove the second row. It's not easy dressing up a big box on
wheels, so I'll try to go easy. In design school, I was taught to always start a critique by saying
something nice first. So here it goes. I like the Sienna's new profile more than his predecessor
mainly because there's more of a hood here that helped it look a little less like a minivan from
the front. Unfortunately, the Sienna has two of my least favorite Toyota styling cues. It may look
less like a minivan up front, but it looks like a Camry or Avalon with this ridiculously sized grill.
And then, oh, my god, there's this character that starts here and goes over the back just like the
Supra and Highlander. And to me, it's really ungainly. It looks almost like someone's wearing
two Fanny packs at the same time. Seriously, they could have done a little better with the
styling. The Odyssey gets a styling refresh for , and it's most noticeable upfront front the grill.
It's much cleaner and simpler than last year, which had kind of a big chunky chrome thing going
on. Further down the side, however, we have these kind of surface treatment that do their best
to break up the monotony. But to me, it sort of reminds me of a molded fiberglass hot tub.
Returning is this chrome strip here that dips down with the window, as well as the floating roof.
I do like how both minivans hide the door rail right here in the glass. Overall, I think the Honda
is easier on the eyes. That said, the Chrysler Pacifica gets a major refresh too, and I think it
looks the best of the three with a more aggressive SUV-like appearance. Well, that's the end of
my usefulness on this video. So it's time to throw it on over to Mike Schmidt. The roofers. The
barking dogs. My rambunctious kids. I got roped into this video today because, whether I want
to admit it or not, I live a minivan kind of life. My kids are still in boosters. I like doing projects
on the weekends, and our family loves taking long road trips. With the space of these minivans,
you can't beat them. To pick a winner between the Odyssey and the Sienna, first we're going to
look at what they do the same. Then we're going to look at what they do differently. Then we're
going to get my kids' take on it. At this point in minivan evolution, the manufacturers have
figured out all the basics. The Sienna and the Odyssey are Prime examples of that. I'll show you
starting with the backs of the cars. Both of them have hands-free opening for the rear hatch.
Now personally, it doesn't work for me. I think it's unnecessary. I don't feel like dancing a jig to
open the rear hatch. Each van has a deep storage well behind the third row seat. When you're
not using it, you can fold those seats down into it. Now, the real disappointment here-- both the
top trim Odyssey and the top trim Sienna have manual folding seats. I want that automated life.
It's worth mentioning that the Chrysler Pacifica has push button controls to lower the seat.
Access to the third row is snug whether you're a capital or lower case person. Each van has its
own way of granting access to this kid zone, and I'll get back to that a little bit later. Ah, the
second row. Both of these vans offer optional bench seats so that you can fit three across. In
the case of this Sienna, we have just the two captain's chairs. Now we're in the front row where
the magic happens. Both the Odyssey and the Sienna have very comfortable driver's seats. I've
spent an hour or two straight in each one of them, and I have no complaints. Or I can unplug
and use the native apps. But each one of the vans does it just a little bit differently, and I'll talk
about that more later. CabinTalk is Honda's name for a feature that projects the front
passenger's voice to the rear passengers by using either the speakers or the headsets. Toyota
has a similar feature called Driver Easy Speak. But because our test van isn't equipped with
that, we're here in the Odyssey. This feature is helpful because cabins get loud with road noise,
screaming kids. Being able to say things like, kids, we're almost there, allows me to save my
dad voice for when I really need it. Hey, stop hitting your brother. Finally, these vans have a lot
of extras. Driver aides like lane keeping assist, and adaptive cruise control, easy access to latch
anchors for child seats, seat belts-- kids can easily buckle themselves-- big storage areas near
the driver, hooks for bags, volt outlets, USB ports, cup holders galore, and even vacuums. With
all of the similarities between the Odyssey and the Sienna, it may seem like this test is a draw.
When actually it's the fine tuning of the little features that really enhance the experience and will
ultimately decide our winner. Let's look at the differences in both vans, but this time we'll start
from the front and work our way back. If you prefer not to plug-in your phone, know that in the
Odyssey the Garmin-based navigation system is pretty awkward. The Sienna is much better.
Both vans have the classic fold down bubble mirror for monitoring passengers in the back, but
the Odyssey takes it up a notch. Honda calls it CabinWatch, and it's essentially a camera
version of the bubble mirror that allows me to keep tabs on any mutinous behavior in the
backseat. And it works daytime and nighttime. Both vans also use rear view cameras to give
you a better idea of what's going on outside. Here, the Sienna really steps it up. The Sienna
offers a camera that gives a degree view around the car. At the press of a button, you can get
extra piece of mind. Toyota's second row slides front to back. You just flip the switch, and push

on back. Now in the case of this Sienna, it has the optional ottomans. You get a little foot rest.
Now in my case, it's too short for me anyway, even if I recline it. But the kids will like it. You
want to see something really cool? The Sienna has an optional fridge. Honda's seats slide side
to side. With just a little bit of umph, you can move them to the center, or you can slide them off
to the side if you want to carry long cargo or if the kids are just getting on each other's nerves.
So how did these vans drive? When it comes to passing and merging, you're going to find you
have plenty of power regardless which van you're in. The Odyssey is going to give you more of
a traditional driving experience. The Sienna is going to take a little bit more getting used to. The
reason is because it's CVT and engine combination can be really loud when the engine's under
strain. That could be when you're going up a hill, and it could be when you're trying to speed up
onto the freeway. Also, the brakes-- they take a little getting used to. I found that they can either
be too grabby at times or not as grabby as I'd want them to be. Minivans are so similar these
days that in order to be the best, you have to do all the little things right. It's been a long time
since these two vans have been so evenly matched. We'll take the Sienna first. It's going to win
the fuel economy battle no matter what. But I found that it's floaty ride, non-removable second
row, and it's inconsistent driveability was really a put off. And to be honest, that was enough.
Then there's the Odyssey. Its navigation system is outdated, but it does all the other things
right. It makes it easy to drive and "easy" is the key word here. Because as you can tell by the
mustache, I'm a dad. I have enough other things to deal with. Easy is what I want. Based on that,
the Odyssey wins for me. But I don't like it because it has skinnier arm rests. The Odyssey has
been our top-rated minivan since the latest generation debuted in It's spacious and comfortable
and has plenty of clever storage spots. While we like the powerful V6, its fuel economy rating
falls far short of the hybrid-only Sienna's. And, unlike the Toyota, the Odyssey is not available
with all-wheel drive. Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Honda Odyssey. The Pacifica
gets a refresh for with updated styling, improved tech and even more safety features. We like
the premium-looking interior and available plug-in hybrid model, though the latter is unavailable
with all-wheel drive. And the interior, while practical, isn't quite as comfortable as the Toyota's.
Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Chrysler Pacifica. The Toyota Highlander was
redesigned last year and carries over into relatively unchanged. It doesn't offer the same
passenger or cargo space as the Sienna, but it may be more appealing for those who want a
practical vehicle but can't quite settle on a minivan. It's available with a strong V6 or hybrid
powertrain, though the latter can't quite match the Sienna's fuel economy. The Toyota Sienna is
offered in the following submodels: Sienna Minivan. Available styles include LE 8-Passenger
4dr Minivan 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Toyota Sienna and all its
trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Sienna 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users
to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about
any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Sienna. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Toyota Sienna and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Sienna
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Toyota Sienna. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified
pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP,
average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features
upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking
assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire
size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is

the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Toyota Toyota Sienna. Select year - New - New. Other years.
Pros Hybrid powertrain provides excellent fuel economy Roomy interior that's easy to get in
and out of Unobstructed views thanks to big windows and available surround-view camera
Available all-wheel drive Cons Slow acceleration, especially with a full load of people and cargo
aboard Brakes feel uneven, making it hard to come to a smooth stop Second-row seats can't be
removed What's new The Sienna has been fully redesigned for Standard hybrid powertrain
replaces previous V6 engine New interior packs improved tech and even more passenger and
cargo space Part of the fourth Sienna generation introduced for Minivans are so similar and
fundamentally good now that being the best means doing all of the little things right. The Sienna
certainly covers the comfort, space, safety and technology basics well. You also get great fuel
economy. But a disappointing driving experience holds the Sienna back from clinching the top
minivan spot. The Sienna's hybrid-only powertrain means it's ultra smooth to accelerate but
also a lot slower than its peers, taking an extra second to reach 60 mph compared to most other
vans including the outgoing Sienna with a V6. This slower acceleration isn't evident when
you're just cruising around town. But you'll notice it when you're merging onto the highway or
going up grades. The Sienna isn't the most nimble minivan in the class, but it holds its own. It
drives more like a car than an SUV. The steering is weighted well to cruise for hours down the
highway. It's also light and easy to turn during low-speed maneuvers. Emergency braking
performance is OK, but the bigger deal is the pedal's sometimes awkward grabby feel. That can
make it hard to consistently stop smoothly. We had no complaints after spending hours in the
driver's seat. Its wide range of adjustability gets much of the credit, though this is a common
feature in the class. Optional ottoman-style footrests in the second row plus a huge range of
fore-aft sliding create a business-class-like feel and give the Sienna an edge in second-row
comfort. Optional four-zone climate control is one more zone than competitors have three-zone
is standard and is effective at keeping the cabin cozy, hot or cold. Noise is an area of concern.
So long as the engine isn't working hard, the cabin is quiet, even serene. When you ask for
power, the whole cabin will know. The engine and CVT drone considerably. Optional in-car
voice projection, which sends front passenger voices through the rear speakers and headsets,
helps as a work-around. You can save the shouting for when you really need it. The Sienna pulls
ahead of the pack in this area. It sits at a height that makes it easy to slide in and out of. The
driving position is excellent and versatile. We're fans of the large central touchscreen with two
exceptions: the glare that it throws off in midday sun and some far-side buttons that feel a bit
out of reach. All other primary controls are placed logically and function as expected. There's
naturally good visibility out of the cabin. An optional surround-view camera system can provide
a see-through view of the Sienna to make things even easier. There's also a digital rearview
mirror that solves the issue of seeing past headrests or high-piled cargo in the back. The sliding
doors and rear hatch have a no-touch open and closing feature. Just swipe your foot to operate
them. The infotainment system uses a combination of a quick-responding touchscreen and
physical buttons. The redundancy lets you choose your preference for menu access. The native
navigation is accurate and easy to read, and the system's voice commands respond well to
natural language. Apple CarPlay or Android Auto smartphone integration is also standard.
Interior tech features worth mentioning include a handy cabin intercom system, Wi-Fi
connectivity and a generous number of USB ports for all three rows. We found the advanced
driving aids to be excellent too. Adaptive cruise control is tuned well to avoid the heavy and
sudden brake application we see from some other brands. All minivans are masters of utility,
and the Sienna is no exception. There's a deep well for cargo storage behind the third row that
also has hooks on the seatback. The third row can be manually folded and stows almost flat
into the floor, and the second-row seats slide far forward, offering a great cargo solution. One
big drawback is the second-row seats aren't removable as they are in other minivans, which
greatly reduces the maximum cargo capacity. Storage for personal items is equally good. There
are 16 cupholders, multi-level door pockets, and a large shelf between the front passengers that
is perfect for a handbag. For car seats, the attachment points are extremely easy to access.
There are four in the seven-passenger Sienna and five in the eight-passenger. Buckles are easy
for booster-age kids to use. Chrysler gave us the first plug-in minivan. That was mind-blowing
minivan fuel economy at the time. And as we discovered, it's capable of much more. After
nearly miles with a front-wheel-drive Sienna, we vastly outperformed the EPA estimates. We
averaged We can't wait to see if the all-wheel-drive version performs as well. Our Sienna test
vehicle wasn't a final production unit, but it felt really well built and was free of squeaks and

rattles. Surfaces that are frequently touched â€” steering wheel, armrests, etc. All these aspects
add to the general upscale sense you get from this interior. Though a base Sienna starts a bit
higher than other base models, it's comparably priced when its peers are equipped with
features to match. The top trim is a tad more expensive but offers value-added features such as
all-wheel drive that some competitors don't. It has a strong warranty for hybrid components and
roadside assistance and is the only one to offer two years of free scheduled maintenance. For
those who prioritize how a car drives, the Sienna's brakes may be a deal-breaker. Sometimes
they grab too much, sometimes too little, and sometimes they work fine. This factor carries a lot
of weight for us and is an unfortunate blemish on an otherwise great minivan. That aside, the
Sienna gets a lot of the fundamentals right and offers some bonus elements too. Its exterior
styling certainly shows more personality than any other minivan. And some of its more novel
interior features include a built-in vacuum, a refrigerator that gets legitimately cold for drinks
and snacks, and second-row seats that recline with footrests like you're in an airline business
class. Oh, and we've seen this hybrid get well over 40 mpg. That's a wild card if we've ever seen
one. It adds more features and opens up the options list to include things that aren't available
on the LE. An optional XSE Plus package adds: Black roof rails Wireless charging speaker JBL
audio system Limited The Limited model ditches the XSE's sporty touches and instead builds
on the XLE with features such as: Power-folding exterior mirrors Chrome roof rails Wireless
charging pad Leather seating Integrated vacuum Third-row sunshades Available extendable
footrests for second-row captain's chairs Standard speaker JBL audio system Platinum The
top-of-the-line Platinum trim includes everything on the Limited, plus: Bi-LED headlights
Rain-sensing windshield wipers degree camera gives you a top-down view of the Sienna and its
surroundings for tight parking situations Premium leather seating Integrated refrigerator
Available extendable footrests for second-row captain's chairs Heated steering wheel Heated
second-row seats Optional for every trim except the LE is an Entertainment package that
includes a rear-seat entertainment system with a rear overhead display and wireless
headphones. Read more. Find savings on the Sienna for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing.
See all Sienna lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Sienna. Most helpful consumer
reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Best minivan ever! Blind-Spot Monitoring Monitors your blind spots for
other vehicles and illuminates a warning signal on the outside mirrors. Toyota Sienna vs. Honda
Odyssey The Odyssey has been our top-rated minivan since the latest generation debuted in
People who viewed this also viewed 3. Related Sienna Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the
Sienna both on the road and at the track, giving it a 8. You probably care about Toyota Sienna
fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Sienna gets an EPA-estimated 35 mpg to 36
mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about
carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Sienna has And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Toyota Sienna is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the Sienna. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the Sienna's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to
consider if you're wondering whether the Toyota Sienna is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing
team reviewed the Sienna and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and
feature availability sho
2000 toyota camry owner manual
2006 chrysler 300c radiator
dodge durango serpentine belt
uld all be factors in determining whether the Sienna is a good car for you. Other versions
include: LE 8-Passenger 4dr Minivan 2. If you're interested in the Toyota Sienna, the next
question is, which Sienna model is right for you? Sienna variants include LE 8-Passenger 4dr
Minivan 2. What do people think of the Toyota Sienna? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds
experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Toyota Sienna and all
model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Toyota Sienna?
Which Toyota Siennas are available in my area? Can't find a new Toyota Siennas you want in
your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Toyota
Sienna? Check out Toyota lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Sienna
drive? How comfortable is the Sienna? How economical is the Sienna? Is the Sienna a good
value?

